Prague:
  a) prague.jpg
  b) prague_reduce.png
  c) prague_scale.png
  d) in: 640x480, out: 640x380
  e) Flattened 100 pixels
  f) Landscape is kept intact, whereas the sky mostly vanishes.

Mall:
  a) mall.jpg
  b) mall_reduce.png
  c) mall_scale.png
  d) in: 775x769, out: 675x769
  e) Squished 100 pixels
  f) Largest tree vanishes, leaving UT students unhappy and shadeless.
Manly:
a) manly.jpg
b) new_manly.png
c) new_manly_scale.png
d) in: 468x350, out: 393x275
e) Reduced by 75 pixels in both width and height
f) Turns the image into a freak-show, with what has become a pre-adolescent Schwarzenegger on the left and a short and stockier modern Schwarzenegger on the right.

http://pixdaus.com/pics/12573433308Gh1exW.jpg

Time:
a) time.jpg
b) new_time.png
c) new_time_scale.png
d) in: 500x350, out: 425x275
e) Reduced by 75 pixels in both width and height
f) It seems only the box in the lower-right corner is affected, albeit terribly, but the otherwise bizarre scenery offers neither more nor less of the 3am crazy than its original form.

Butterfly:
a) butterfly.jpg  
b) new_butterfly.png  
c) new_butterfly_scale.png  
d) in: 400x422, out: 325x347  
e) Reduced by 75 pixels in both width and height  
f) Seems the blurred background was counted least significant. Most removed pixels were from the left and upper portions of the image.